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Pipeline slurry flow of mono-dispersed particles through horizontal bend is numerically simulated by
implementing Eulerian two-phase model in FLUENT software. A hexagonal shape and Cooper type
non-uniform three-dimensional grid is chosen to discretize the entire computational domain, and a con-
trol volume finite difference method is used to solve the governing equations. The modeling results are
compared with the experimental data collected in 53.0 mm diameter horizontal bend with radius of
148.4 mm for concentration profiles and pressure drops. Experiments are performed on narrow-sized sil-
ica sand with mean diameter of 450 lm and for flow velocity up to 3.56 m/s (namely, 1.78, 2.67 and
3.56 m/s) and four efflux concentrations up to 16.28% (namely, 0%, 3.94%, 8.82% and 16.28%) by volume
for each velocity. Eulerian model gives fairly accurate predictions for both the pressure drop and concen-
tration profiles at all efflux concentrations and flow velocities.

� 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Pipe bends are an integral part of any pipeline network system
as these provide flexibility in routing. The pressure loss in slurry
flow through a bend is a strong function of the solids concentra-
tion, pipe diameter, flow velocity, bend radius, bend angle, size
and specific gravity of particles. The secondary flow generated
not only influences the pressure loss but also the distribution of
solids leading to excessive wear.

Studies in bends for solid–liquid two-phase flow are few in
number. Toda et al. (1972) experimentally determined the pres-
sure drop over a length of 5.0 m including the pipe bend either
in horizontal plane or vertical upward plane for the flow of glass
beads of diameter 0.5–2.0 mm and polystyrene of diameter
1.0 mm, separately, using water as the carrier fluid. The four 90�
pipe bends studied had R/r of 0, 2.4, 4.8 and 9.6, where r is the pipe
radius and R is the bend radius. The pipe bends were made of poly-
acrylate. For the bend in horizontal plane, they observed the sand
particles move up along the inside wall at low velocity, while in
straight pipe the flow is a sliding bed. They also found that even
when a stationary bed was formed on the bottom of straight pipe,
almost all particles were suspended in the pipe bend. At higher
velocities, they observed that the particles were forced towards
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the outer wall as a result of centrifugal forces generated in the
bend. For bends in vertical plane, they observed that almost all
the particles were travelling along the outside of the pipe bend.
The solids were re-distributed downstream of the bend, the dis-
tance increasing with increase in velocity. They attributed this
phenomenon to the increasing effect of centrifugal force as com-
pared to the secondary flow.

Kalyanraman et al. (1973) have experimentally investigated the
flow through 90� horizontal bend for sand-water slurry (sand par-
ticles having diameter of 2 mm) for different R/r at solid concentra-
tion varying between 0% and 18%. They have established that bend
with R/r = 5 is optimum for the minimum pressure loss.

Turian et al. (1998) experimentally determined the friction
losses for the flow of slurries of laterite and gypsum at efflux con-
centrations from 3.6% to 12.7% and from 10.7% to 30.6%, respec-
tively, through 2.5 and 5.0 cm diameter pipe bends. For flow
through 45� and 180� bends, and 90� bends having R/r in the range
from 2 to 100, resistance coefficients were found to be inversely
proportional to the Reynolds number for laminar flow, and to ap-
proach constant asymptotic values for turbulent flow.

Based on the above literature review, it is observed that studies
related to the measurement of pressure drop and concentration
profile around the bend for mono-dispersed particles are few, then
what to say about multisized particles. In any practical situation,
the solids that are being transported hydraulically through pipeline
and bend are multisized and in fact their size may span three or

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2012.12.009
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Table 1
Geometric details of 90� horizontal bends used in flow of water.

Bend Radius of curvature of Bend (R, Radius ratio Length of pipe
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more orders of magnitude. The flow behavior of multisized is
bound to be different from mono-dispersed due to redistribution
of particles around the bend.

CFD based approach for investigating the variety of multiphase
fluid flow problems in closed conduits and open channel is being
increasingly used. One advantage with CFD-based approach is that
three dimensional solid–liquid two phase flow problems under a
wide range of flow conditions and sediment characteristics may
be evaluated rapidly, which is almost impossible experimentally.
Thinglas and Kaushal (2008a,b) have recently performed three-
dimensional CFD modeling for optimization of invert trap configu-
ration used in sewer solid management. Invert traps are sumps in
the sewer invert and they have been used to collect the sediments
within the sewers or drains. However, the use of such methodology
for evaluating flow characteristics in slurry pipelines is limited.
Ling et al. (2003) proposed a simplified three-dimensional alge-
braic slip mixture (ASM) model to obtain the numerical solution
in sand–water slurry flow. Kumar et al. (2008) compared their pre-
liminary experimental data of pressure drop with CFD modeling
for slurry flow in pipe bend at concentrations of 3.94% and 8.82%.

In the present study, three-dimensional concentration distribu-
tions and pressure drops are calculated using Eulerian two-phase
model in a 90 degree horizontal pipe bend having bend radius of
148.4 mm with pipe diameter of 53.0 mm at different efflux volu-
metric concentrations of mono-dispersed silica sand in the range
from 0% to 16.28%. For each concentration, the flow velocity was
varied from 1.78 to 3.56 m/s. The modeling results are compared
with the experimental data.
No. mm) (R/r) bend

1 0 0 1.00D
2 79.1 2.98 2.34D
3 94.7 3.57 2.81D
4 111.8 4.22 3.31D
5 131.1 4.95 3.90D
6 148.4 5.60 4.40D
7 156.0 5.89 4.62D

D = 53 mm, Hs/D = 0.0003.
2. Experimental setup

The pilot plant test loop of length 30 m with inside diameter
being 53.0 mm as shown in Fig. 1 is used in the present study. De-
tails of the loop are given elsewhere (Kumar, 2010). The distance
between the two parallel horizontal pipes in Fig. 1 is 6.5 m. The
pipe bend is laid horizontally. The slurry is prepared in the mixing
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram o
tank (2.73 m3), provided with a stirring arrangement to keep the
slurry well mixed.

According to Ito (1960), the bend having a radius ratio of around
5.5 gives the minimum pressure drop in smooth bends for flow of
water. Commercially available bends are not smooth and therefore
it is decided in the present study to carry out the experiments with
rough bends (Hs/D = 0.0003, where Hs is the average pipe wall
roughness and D is the pipe diameter) having radius ratios around
5 for flow of water. Geometric details of all these pipe bends are
tabulated in Table 1. The pipe bend having R/r = 0 is a sharp elbow
consisting of two tubes with a 45� cut joined at an angle of 90�.
Experimental and CFD modeling results obtained in the present
study in seven different R/r ratios indicate that R/r = 5.60 gives
the minimum pressure drop for flow of water in rough pipe bend.
The bend geometry having a radius ratio R/r of 5.60 is therefore
chosen in the present study for flow of silica sand particles.

The measured specific gravity of silica sand is 2.65 and the par-
ticles are having median particle size of 450 lm. The width of a
particle size distribution is usually defined by the geometric stan-
dard deviation rg[=(d84.1/d15.9)1/2, where d84.1 and d15.9 are particle
diameters having 84.1% and 15.9% finer particles, respectively]. The
geometric standard deviation rg for the particles used in the pres-
ent study is found as 1.15.
f pilot plant test loop.



Fig. 3. Enlarged view of meshing in pipe bend.
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In the straight pipeline, a small length of perspex pipe was pro-
vided (designated as observation chamber) to establish the critical
deposition velocity of the slurry in the pipeline by observing the
motion of the particles at the bottom of the pipeline. Critical depo-
sition velocity is the flow velocity at which the particles start set-
tling at pipe bottom. Measurement of critical deposition velocity
showed no significant change with efflux concentration. It is ob-
served that deposition velocity increases only by a very little
amount as efflux concentration increases. Deposition velocity var-
ied from 1.50 m/s to 1.55 m/s in the range of efflux concentration
from 3.94% to 16.28% by volume. Similar observations for critical
deposition velocity have been made by Schaan et al. (2000) in
the flow of spherical glass beads, Ottawa sand and Lane mountain
sand slurries through 105 mm diameter pipe. They found critical
deposition velocity for spherical glass beads as constant over the
range of solids concentrations from 5% to 45% by volume. For Otta-
wa sand and Lane mountain sand slurries, they reported only a lit-
tle increase of around 0.2 m/s in critical deposition velocity in the
range of solids concentrations from 5% to 30% by volume. Kaushal
and Tomita (2002) experimentally observed a variation in critical
deposition velocity from 1.10 m/s to 1.18 m/s in the range of efflux
concentration from 4 % to 26 % by volume for multisized particu-
late zinc tailings slurry flowing through 105 mm diameter horizon-
tal pipe.

The test bend of radius ratio 5.60 as shown in Fig. 2 is fitted in
the test loop. The minimum straight length at the upstream of
bend is more than 100D (6.5 m as shown in Fig. 1) which ensures
fully developed flow at the test bend inlet. The downstream length
helps to measure the pressure loss and effect of bend on the solid
re-distribution in the downstream straight section. The straight
length downstream of the bend is more than 140D (10 m as shown
in Fig. 1).

To measure the pressure drop distribution along the bends,
pressure taps were provided on the upstream and downstream
sides of the bends at different points. Pressure drops are measured
in the pipeline at 0, D, 2D, 4D, 8D, 16D, 32D, 64D, and 90D in the
Fig. 2. Locations of pressure tappin
downstream of the bend exit and 0, D, 2D, 4D, 8D, 16D and 32D
in the upstream of the bend inlet as shown in Fig. 2.

In order to account for the disturbed flow conditions, two pres-
sure taps are provided at diametrically opposite positions in the
horizontal plane at each location. The pressure is not uniform
across the bend cross-section and increases from the inner wall
to the outer wall. Pressure is also decreasing along the bend contin-
uously from inlet to exit of the bend. It is true that more pressure
taps would have given average pressure at a location more pre-
cisely and thus more accurate pressure drop along the bend. How-
ever, in view of smaller pipe diameter of 53.0 mm, it was decided
to use only two pressure taps at each location.

Two different pressure drops are measured at diametrically
opposite positions in the horizontal plane at each location with re-
spect to a reference location which is chosen as 32D upstream of
the bend inlet. Multi-tube, inverted U-tube manometer assembly
gs and concentration samplers.
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is used in order that small pressure differences can be measured
accurately. The pressure taps are provided with separation cham-
bers to prevent blockage of the connecting tubes.

The concentration profiles are measured using concentration
samplers C1, C2 and C3 located at 5D, 25D and 50D, respectively,
in the downstream of bend exit as shown in Fig. 2. These concen-
tration profiles are measured at mid-vertical plane (vertical diam-
eter) of each cross-section by traversing the sampling tube from
bottom to top of the pipe.

For continuous monitoring of the discharge by volume of slurry,
a pre-calibrated electromagnetic flowmeter is installed in the ver-
tical pipe section of the loop as shown in Fig. 1. Electromagnetic
flow meter is calibrated by gravimetric method using measuring
tank. The flow of slurry in the test loop is diverted to the measuring
tank of 1.2 m3 having a height of 1.5 m for known interval of time.
The rise in the level of slurry in the tank for a given time interval
was measured using a scale having a least count of 1 mm. The least
count of the stop watch was 0.01 s. Flow rate by this method is
evaluated with an accuracy of ±0.5%. The similar procedure was re-
peated at various flow rates over the entire range of operation of
the electromagnetic flow meter.

The test loop is also provided with an efflux sampling tube fit-
ted with a plug valve in the vertical pipe section near the discharge
end, for collection of the slurry sample to monitor the efflux con-
centration and density of the slurry.

The accuracy of a set of measurements is a function of the least
count of the measuring instruments. In the present study, the
instruments used are manometer, electro-magnetic flowmeter
and sampling probe. The resolution of manometer is ±1 mm and
±0.1 l/s for the electromagnetic flowmeter. The uncertainty in
pressure drop measurements was determined by repeating
experiments several times. The experimental data were found
repeatable with errors due to uncertainty in measurements
ranging between 1% and 3% depending upon the flow velocity.
The stem size of sampling tube was 3 mm and sampling probe
showed a variation of around 2% in concentration. The experimen-
tal loop has been checked for correct alignment between bend and
straight pipe before taking each measurement.
3. Mathematical model

The use of a specific multiphase model (the discrete phase, mix-
ture, Eulerian model) to characterize momentum transfer depends
on the volume fraction of solid particles and on the fulfillment of
the requirements which enable the selection of a given model. In
practice, slurry flow through pipeline is not a diluted system,
therefore the discrete phase model cannot be used to simulate its
flow, but both the mixture model and the Eulerian model are
appropriate in this case. Further, out of two versions of Eulerian
model, granular version will be appropriate in the present case.
The reason for choosing the granular in favor of the simpler non-
granular multi-fluid model is that the non-granular model does
not include models for taking friction and collisions between par-
ticles into account which is believed to be of importance in the
slurry flow. The non-granular model also lacks possibilities to set
a maximum packing limit which makes it less suitable for model-
ing flows with particulate secondary phase in the present case. Lun
et al. (1984) and Gidaspow et al. (1992) proposed such a model for
gas–solid flows. Slurry flow may be considered as gas–solid (pneu-
matic) flow by replacing the gas phase by water and maximum
packing concentration by static settled concentration. Further-
more, few forces acting on solid phase may be prominent in case
of slurry flow, which may be neglected in case of pneumatic flow.
In the present study slurry pipeline bend is modeled using granu-
lar-Eulerian model as described below.
3.1. Eulerian model

Eulerian two-phase model assumes that the slurry flow consists
of solid ‘‘s’’ and fluid ‘‘f’’ phases, which are separate, yet they form
interpenetrating continua, so that af + as = 1.0, where af and as are
the volumetric concentrations of fluid and solid phase, respec-
tively. The laws for the conservation of mass and momentum are
satisfied by each phase individually. Coupling is achieved by
pressure and inter-phase exchange coefficients.

The forces acting on a single particle in the fluid are:

1. Static pressure gradient, rP.
2. Solid pressure gradient or the inertial force due to particle

interactions, rPs.
3. Drag force caused by the velocity difference between two

phases, Ksf ð~ts �~tf Þ, where, Ksf is the inter-phase drag coeffi-
cient,~ts and~tf are velocity of solid and fluid phase, respectively.

4. Viscous forces, r � ��sf , where, ��sf is the stress tensor for fluid.
5. Body forces, q~g, where, q is the density and g is the acceleration

due to gravity.
6. Virtual mass force as suggested by Drew and Lahey (1993),

Cvmasqf ð~tf � r~tf �~ts � r~tsÞ where, Cvm is the coefficient of
virtual mass force and is taken as 0.5 in the present study.

7. Lift force as suggested by Drew and Lahey (1993),
CLasqf ð~tf �~tsÞ � ðr �~tf Þ where, CL is the lift coefficient taken
as 0.5 in the present study.
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3.1.1. Governing equations
3.1.1.1. Continuity equation.

r � atqttt
!� �
¼ 0 ð1Þ

where t is either s or f.

3.1.1.2. Momentum equations. Momentum equation for fluid phase:

r � af qf tf
!tf
!� �
¼ �afrPþr � ��sf þ af qf~g þ Ksf ts

!� tf
!� �

þ Cvmaf qf ~ts � r~ts �~tf � r~tf

� �
þ CLasqf ~tf �~ts

� �
� ðr �~tf Þ ð2Þ
Momentum equation for solid phase:

r � asqsts
!ts
!� �
¼ �asrP �rPs þr � ��ss þ asqf~g

þ Kfs tf
!� ts

!� �
þ Cvmasqf ~tf � r~tf �~ts � r~ts

� �
þ CLasqf ~ts �~tf

� �
� r�~tf
� �

ð3Þ

where ��ss and ��sf are the stress tensors for solid and fluid, respec-
tively, which are expressed as
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��ss ¼ asls rts
!þrts

!tr
� �

þ as ks �
2
3
ls

� �
r � ts
!I ð4Þ

and

��sf ¼ af lf rtf
!þrtf

!tr
� �

ð5Þ

with superscript ‘tr’ over velocity vector indicating transpose. I is
the identity tensor. ks is the bulk viscosity of the solids as given
by Lun et al. (1984):

ks ¼
4
3
asqsdsgo;ssð1þ essÞ

Hs

p

� �1
2

ð6Þ

ds is the particle diameter put as 450 lm. go,ss is the radial distribu-
tion function, which is interpreted as the probability of particle
touching another particle, as given by Gidaspow et al. (1992):
go;ss ¼ 1� as

as;max

� �1
3

" #�1

ð7Þ

as,max is the static settled concentration measured experimentally
0.52. Hs is the granular temperature, which is proportional to the
kinetic energy of the fluctuating particle motion and is modeled
as described in Section 3.1.4. ess is the restitution coefficient, taken
as 0.9 for silica sand particles. lf is the shear viscosity of fluid. ls is
the shear viscosity of solids defined as

ls ¼ ls;col þ ls;kin þ ls;fr ð8Þ

where ls,col, ls,fr and ls,kin are collisional, frictional and kinetic vis-
cosity are calculated using the expressions given by Gidaspow
et al. (1992), Schaeffer (1987) and Syamlal et al. (1993), respec-
tively, as given by:
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ls;col ¼
4
5
asqsdsgo;ssð1þ essÞ

Hs

p

� �1
2

; ð9Þ

ls;fr ¼
Ps sin /

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
I2D
p ; ð10Þ

and

ls;kin ¼ ls;kin ¼
asdsqs

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hsp
p

6ð3� essÞ
1þ 2

5
ð1þ essÞð3ess � 1Þasgo;ss

	 

ð11Þ

I2D is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor. Ps is the solid
pressure as given by Lun et al. (1984):

Ps ¼ asqsHs þ 2qsð1þ essÞa2
s go;ssHs ð12Þ

/is the internal friction angle taken as 30� in the present computa-
tions. Ksf(=Kfs) is the inter-phase momentum exchange coefficient
given by Syamlal et al. (1993):

Ksf ¼ Kfs ¼
3
4

asaf qf

V2
r;sds

CD
Res

Vr;s

� �
~ts �~tf

�� �� ð13Þ

CD is the drag coefficient given by Richardson and Zaki (1954):
CD ¼ 0:63þ 4:8
Res

Vr;s

� ��1
2

" #2

ð14Þ

Res is the relative Reynolds number given by

Res ¼
qf ds ts

!� tf
!��� ���

lf
ð15Þ

Vr,s is the terminal velocity correlation for solid phase as given by
Garside and Al-Dibouni (1977):

Vr;s ¼ 0:5 A� 0:06Res þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð0:06ResÞ2 þ 0:12Resð2B� AÞ þ A2

q� �
ð16Þ

with

A ¼ a4:14
f ; B ¼ 0:8a1:28

f for af 6 0:85 ð17Þ

and

A ¼ a4:14
f ; B ¼ a2:65

f for af > 0:85 ð18Þ
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Fig. 12. Normalized pressure drop Dp= qmV2
m=2

� �h i
distribution at different Vm for
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3.1.2. Turbulence closure for the fluid phase
Predictions for turbulent quantities for the fluid phase are

obtained using standard k-e model (Launder and Spalding, 1974)
supplemented by additional terms that take into account
inter-phase turbulent momentum transfer.

The Reynolds stress tensor for the fluid phase is

st;f ¼ �
2
3

qf kf þ lt;fr~tf

� �
I þ lt;f r~tf þr~ttr

f

� �
ð19Þ

where lt,f is the turbulent viscosity given by

lt;f ¼ qf Cl
k2

f

ef
with Cl ¼ 0:09 ð20Þ

The predictions of turbulent kinetic energy kf and its rate of
dissipation ef are obtained from following transport equations

r � af qf Uf
�!

kf

� �
¼ r � af

lt;f

rk
rkf

� �
þ af Gk;f � af qf ef

þ af qf

Y
kf

ð21Þ
r � af qf Uf
�!

ef

� �
¼ r � af

lt;f

re
ref

� �
þ af

� ef

kf
C1eGk;f � C2eqf ef

� �
þ af qf

Y
ef

ð22Þ

where
Q

kf and
Q

ef represent the influence of the solid phase on the
fluid phase given byY
kf

¼ Kfs

af qf
ksf � 2kf þ tsf

�!
:tdr
�!� �

ð23Þ

Y
ef

¼ C3e
ef

kf

Y
kf

ð24Þ

tdr
�! is the drift velocity given by

tdr
�! ¼ Ds

rsf as
ras �

lt;f

rsf af
raf

� �
ð25Þ

tsf
�! is the slip-velocity, the relative velocity between fluid phase and
solid phase given by

tsf
�! ¼ ts

!� tf
! ð26Þ

Ds is the eddy viscosity for solid phase is defined in the next section.
rsf is a constant taken as 0.75. ksf is the co-variance of the velocity of
fluid phase and solid phase defined as average of product of fluid
and solid velocity fluctuations. Gk,f is the production of the turbulent
kinetic energy in the flow defined as the rate of kinetic energy
removed from the mean and organized motions by the Reynolds
stresses given by

Gk;f ¼ lt;f r~tf þr~tt
f

� �
: r~tf ð27Þ

The constant parameters used in different equations are taken as

C1e ¼ 1:44; C2e ¼ 1:92; C3e ¼ 1:2; rk ¼ 1:0; re ¼ 1:3
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Fig. 14. Cross-sectional concentration (as) distribution at different locations from
the bend exit at different concentrations for Vm = 1.78 m/s at R/r = 5.6.
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Fig. 15. Cross-sectional concentration (as) distribution at different locations from
the bend exit at different concentrations for Vm = 2.67 m/s at R/r = 5.6.
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3.1.3. Turbulence in the solid phase
To predict turbulence in solid phase, Tchen’s theory (Lun et al.,

1984) of the dispersion of discrete particle in homogeneous and
steady turbulent flow is used. Dispersion coefficients, correlation
functions, and turbulent kinetic energy of the solid phase are rep-
resented in terms of the characteristics of continuous turbulent
motions of fluid phase based on two time scales. The first time
scale considering inertial effects acting on the particle:

sF;sf ¼ asqf K
�1
sf

qs

qf
þ Cvm

 !
ð28Þ

The second characteristic time of correlated turbulent motion
or eddy-particle interaction time:

st;sf ¼ st;f 1þ Cbn
2 ��1

2 ð29Þ

n ¼
Vr
�!��� ���ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2
3 kf

q ð30Þ
The characteristic time of energetic turbulent eddies:

st;f ¼
3
2

Cl
kf

ef
ð31Þ

Vr
�!��� ��� is the average value of the local relative velocity between

particle and surrounding fluid defined as the difference in slip and

drift velocity V
!

r ¼~tsf �~tdr

� �
.

Cb ¼ 1:8� 1:35 cos2 h ð32Þ

h is the angle between the mean particle velocity and mean relative
velocity.

gsf is the ratio between two characteristic times given by

gsf ¼
st;sf

sF;sf
ð33Þ

ks is the turbulent kinetic energy of the solid phase given by
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Fig. 16. Cross-sectional concentration (as) distribution at different locations from
the bend exit at different concentrations for Vm = 3.56 m/s at R/r = 5.6.
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ks ¼ kf
b2 þ gsf

1þ gsf

 !
ð34Þ

Ds is the eddy viscosity for the solid phase given by

Ds ¼ Dt;sf þ
2
3

ks � b
1
3

ksf

� �
sF;sf ð35Þ

Dt,sf is the binary turbulent diffusion coefficient given by

Dt;sf ¼
1
3

ksf st;sf ð36Þ

with

b ¼ ð1þ CVmÞ
qs

qf
þ CVm

 !�1

ð37Þ
3.1.4. Transport equation for granular temperature (Hs)
The granular temperature for solid phase describes the kinetic

energy of random motion of solid particles. The transport equation
derived from the kinetic theory (Ding and Gidaspow, 1990) takes
the following form:

3
2
r � ðqsas~tsHsÞ ¼ ð�PsI þ ssÞ

: r~ts þr � ðkHsrHsÞ � cHs þufs ð38Þ

where the term �PsI þ ��ss

� �
: rts
! is defined as the generation of

energy by the solid stress tensor. kHs is the diffusion coefficient as
given by Syamlal et al. (1993):

kHs¼
15dsqsas

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hsp
p

4ð41�33gÞ 1þ12
5

g2ð4g�3Þasgo;ssþ
16

15p
ð41�33gÞgasgo;ss

	 

ð39Þ

where

g ¼ 1
2
ð1þ essÞ ð40Þ

Further, cHs
is the collisional dissipation energy, which represents

the energy dissipation rate within the solid phase due to collision
between particles as given by Lun et al. (1984):

cHs
¼

12 1� e2
ss

� �
go;ss

ds
ffiffiffiffi
p
p qsa

2
s H

3
2
s ð41Þ

ufs is the transfer of the kinetic energy of random fluctuation in par-
ticle velocity from solid phase to the fluid as given by Gidaspow
et al. (1992):

ufs ¼ �3KfsHs ð42Þ
3.2. Wall function

In the region near the wall, the gradient of quantities is high and
requires fine grids. This causes the calculation to become more
expensive, meaning time-consuming, requiring greater memory
and faster processing on the computer, as well as expensive in
terms of the complexity of equations. A wall function, which is a
collection of semiempirical formulas and functions, provides a
cheaper calculation by substituting the fine grids with a set of
equations linking the calculated variables at near-wall cells and
the corresponding quantities on the wall. The wall function helps
in more precise calculation of near-wall shear stresses for both
liquid and solid phases.

A no-slip condition is applied to the liquid phase at the wall
surface, with wall roughness height (Hs) of 0.015 mm. A modified
wall function is used to account for roughness for liquid phase
(water):

0:548tfpk1=2

sfw=qf
¼ 1

0:42
ln 5:373

qf zpk1=2

lf

 !
� DB ð43Þ

where tfp and zp are the mean velocity and the distance from the
wall, respectively, k is the kinetic energy, qf is the density, lf is
the viscosity and sfw is the wall shear stress for water. The
roughness function DB is based on the formulas proposed by Cebeci
and Bradshaw (1977), and its computation depends on the
roughness regime Hþs

� �
:

Hþs ¼ 0:548q
Hsk

1=2

l
For Hþs < 3;DB ¼ 0

For 3 < Hþs < 70

DB ¼ 1
0:42

Hþs � 2:25
87:75

þ 0:5Hþs

	 

� sin 0:4258 ln Hþs � 0:811

� �� �
For Hþs > 70;DB ¼ 1

0:42
ln 1þ 0:5Hþs
� �

ð44Þ
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Fig. 17. Distributions of tfz and tsz in m/s at Cvf = 8.82% and Vm = 3.56 m/s.
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Fig. 18. Contours of magnitude and directions of velocity component in the plane perpendicular to the direction of flow in m/s for Cvf = 8.82% and Vm = 3.56 m/s at bend
centre.
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In the FLUENT (2006) solver, DB is evaluated using the
corresponding formula in Eq. (44). The modified law of the wall
in Eq. (43) is then used to evaluate the shear stress at the wall
and other wall functions for the turbulent quantities for water.

For solid phase (silica sand), the semi-empirical equations
developed by Johnson and Jackson (1987), expressed as Eqs. (45)
and (46) are used to calculate the solid tangential velocity and
granular temperature at wall. Specularity coefficient /w represents
the tangential momentum loss in the particle–wall collisions, and
high granular energy will be produced at the high specularity
coefficient. The investigations of slurry flows show that it is
difficult to measure the specularity coefficient /w and the parti-
cle–wall restitution coefficient ew in the experiment, so the appro-
priate values for a specified flow system are generally determined
by sensitivity analysis in the numerical investigations (Benyahia
et al., 2007).

~ts;w ¼ �
6lsas;maxffiffiffi

3
p

p/wqsgo;ss

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hs;w

p @~ts;w

@n
ð45Þ

Hs;w ¼ �
jHs;w

cw

@Hs;w

@n
þ

ffiffiffi
3
p

p/wqsas~t2
s;wgo;ssH

3=2
s;w

6as;maxcw
ð46Þ

where cw ¼
ffiffi
3
p

p 1�e2
wð Þasqsgo;ssH

3=2
s;w

4as;max
.
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Fig. 19. Contours of magnitude and directions of velocity component in the plane perpendicular to the direction of flow in m/s for Cvf = 8.82% and Vm = 3.56 m/s at bend exit.
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The parameters used in the model are determined referring to
the previous numerical and experimental studies on slurry flows
with the same type of particles. The particle–wall restitution
coefficient ew is taken as 0.99 and the specularity coefficient
(a) Water 

Fig. 20. Contours of magnitude and directions of velocity component in the plane perpe
/w used in the Johnson–Jackson wall boundary conditions is
0.0001, namely only 0.01% of tangential momentum is lost after
the particle–wall collisions (Benyahia et al., 2007; Pain et al.,
2001).
(b) Sand 

ndicular to the direction of flow in m/s for Cvf = 8.82% and Vm = 3.56 m/s at X = 5D.
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Fig. 21. Contours of magnitude and directions of vertical velocities tfz(x, y) and tsz(x, y) in m/s for Cvf = 8.82% and Vm = 3.56 m/s.
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Centrifugal force due to presence of bend gets calculated auto-
matically by FLUENT based on the development of radial pressure
gradient due to curved streamlines along the bend section.

4. Numerical solution

4.1. Geometry

In single phase flow it is well established that an entrance
length of 30D to 50D is necessary to establish fully developed
turbulent pipe flow. Whilst such estimates were used as a guide,
a series of numerical trials were conducted using different pipe
lengths. For all of the cases simulated here, a pipe length of 32D
was sufficient to give a fully developed slurry flow at the upstream
of bend inlet. Using a longer pipe did not affect the results. In view
of this, the reference pressure is chosen 32D upstream of the bend
inlet. As the present study is focussed on analyzing the slurry-flow
behavior in 90� horizontal bend only, there is no use of taking ref-
erence point at distance larger than 32D. Velocity inlet is kept
15 cm upstream of reference point which is at 32D upstream of
the bend inlet (Fig. 2). The bend is laid horizontally in (x, y) plane
with origin (0, 0, 0) at centre of velocity inlet. The direction of flow
at velocity inlet is in positive-y direction. The direction of flow at
pressure outlet is in negative-x direction. The mid-vertical plane
is in the z-axis intersecting pipe cross-section at the centre. The
mid-horizontal plane is along the x and y-axis in (x, y) plane at



(a) Bend centre (b) Bend exit (c) X = 5D

Fig. 22. Contours of slip velocity (tsz � tfz) in the plane perpendicular to the direction of flow in m/s for Cvf = 8.82% and Vm = 3.56 m/s.
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Fig. 23. Comparison between measured and predicted mid-vertical concentration profiles at different locations in the downstream of bend exit at Cvf = 3.94% and
Vm = 1.78 m/s (Normalized concentration = as(z0)/Cvf).
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velocity inlet and pressure outlet, respectively, intersecting pipe
cross-section at the centre.

The computational grid for the bend similar to that used in exper-
iments consisting of 266,670 cells and 303,456 nodes (Figs. 2 and 3)
has been generated using GAMBIT software. This number was gener-
ated by applying the same cross-sectional meshes obtained from the
optimum cross-sectional meshes of pipe for the single-phase flow.
The grid-independence tests were carried out keeping all the solver
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parameters same for each simulation case. The grid independence
tests consisted of refining the initial grid by approximately doubling
the number of cells present in the initial grid. Hence, a grid size of
133,335 cells was first refined to 266,670 cells and then to
533,340 cells, for the pipe bend. There was no further improvement
found in simulation results, when cells increased from 266,670 to
533,340. Therefore mesh containing 266,670 cells is optimum and is
appropriate for simulation of the experimental data.

A boundary layer, which contains four cells with a distance of
the cell adjacent to the wall at 5% of the diameter of the pipe
and a growth factor of 1.2 was employed on the wall to improve
the performance of the wall function and to fulfill the requirement

of zþ ¼ qf zpk1=2

lf

� �
for single-phase flow. It is essential to make sure

that the depth of the wall-adjacent cells falls within the distance
over which the log-law is valid (30 < z+ < 60). The z+ values for
the pipe bend section in the present study vary as 41.5 6 z+

6

52.6 for single-phase flow.
To obtain better convergence and accuracy for a long pipe, the

hexagonal shape and Cooper type non-uniform three-dimensional
grid has been employed. The Cooper type element is a volume
meshing type in GAMBIT, which uses an algorithm to sweep the
mesh node patterns of specified ‘‘source’’ faces through the volume.
4.2. Boundary conditions

There are three boundaries of the calculation domain (Fig. 2):
the velocity inlet, the wall boundary and the pressure outlet. Fully
developed velocity and volume fraction profiles across the pipe
cross-section for liquid and solid phases were introduced as the
inlet condition of the bend. Fully developed velocity and volume
fraction profiles across the pipe cross-section are computed at
the outlet of 3 m long straight horizontal pipe having similar grid
structure as described earlier for the bend.

Normalized concentration is defined as asðz0 Þ
Cvf

, where z0 = z/D,z is
the height from pipe bottom along the vertical diameter of the
cross-section. Cvf is calculated using following equation:

Cvf ¼
1
A

Z
A
as dA ð47Þ
4.3. Solution strategy and convergence

A second order upwind discretization scheme was used for the
momentum equation while a first order upwind discretization was
used for volume fraction, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent
energy dissipation. These schemes ensured satisfactory accuracy,
stability and convergence.

The convergence criterion is based on the residual value of the
calculated variables, i.e., mass, velocity components, turbulent
kinetic energy, turbulent energy dissipation rate and volume frac-
tion. In the present calculations, the residual value for convergence
was set to a thousandth of the initial residual value of each
variable. In pressure–velocity coupling, the phase coupled SIMPLE
algorithm was used, which is an extension of the SIMPLE algorithm
to multiphase flows.
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Parametric analysis was undertaken to assess the sensitivity
of simulation results to various input parameters and to
determine appropriate default parameters and methodologies
for predicting the different properties of slurry flow through
pipeline.
5. Modeling results

5.1. Pressure drop for single-phase flow at different radius ratios

The pressure drops are presented in the normalized form
½¼ Dp=ðqwV2

m=2Þ, where, Dp is the pressure drop with reference
to 32D upstream of bend inlet, qw is the density of water and Vm

is the mean flow velocity calculated by dividing the measured dis-
charge by pipe cross-sectional area. Normalized pressure drops
have been evaluated for simulated geometry for seven pipe bends
at five mean flow velocities from 0.89, 1.34, 1.78, 2.67, up to
3.56 m/s. The corresponding range of Reynolds number is
(0.64 � 105–2.50 � 105). Pressure drop distributions obtained by
experiments and CFD modeling for flow of water are presented
in Fig. 4 for R/r = 5.60 at the flow velocity of 3.56 m/s. As expected,
the pressure decreases along the flow constantly before the bend.
However, as the flow reaches near the bend, the pressure decreases
rapidly in comparison to the straight section. Figs. 5 and 6 show
the pressure changes across the horizontal bend cross-section.
The increased pressure at the outer wall of the bend is due to vor-
tex formation.
The total bend loss coefficient (kt) is defined as

kt ¼
Dpt

qwV2
m

2

� � ð48Þ

where Dpt is the bend pressure drop.
The measured and simulated bend loss coefficients (kt) are

evaluated for each run and drawn graphically in Fig. 7. It is also
observed that values of kt reduce from a highest value for the
elbow having radius ratio 0.0 to the lowest value for the radius
ratio 5.60 and increase thereafter, a feature observed at all flow
rates. The high pressure loss in a sharp elbow can be attributed
to the generation of strong secondary flows due to the sharp turn.
It is observed that the CFD modeling gives fairly accurate predic-
tions (with percentage error in the range of ±10%) for kt at all flow
velocities considered in the present study. In the present case, R/
D > 1,2 � 104 < Re < 4 � 105, Ito (1960) gave following correlation
for kt:

kt ¼
0:3897f0:95þ 4:42=ðR=DÞ1:96gðR=DÞ0:84

R0:17
e

; Re=ðR=DÞ2 > 364

ð49Þ

where Re ¼ VmD
m ; m is kinematic viscosity of water.

It is observed that both the measured and CFD predictions for
rough bends used in the present experiment are larger than the
values predicted by Ito (1960) for smooth bends as shown in
Fig. 8. Such a difference is obvious due to roughness of pipe bends.
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However, CFD predictions are well in line with Ito (1960) correla-
tion for smooth bends and experimental data for rough bends as
shown in Fig. 8.
5.2. Pressure drop for slurry flow in bend having R/r of 5.60

The pressure drops in mid-horizontal plane are presented in
Fig. 9 in the normalized form as Dp=ðqmV2

m=2Þ, where Dp is the
pressure drop with reference to the 32D upstream of bend inlet
at a particular point, qm is the measured density of slurry, Vm is
the mean flow velocity calculated by dividing the measured dis-
charge by pipe cross-sectional area for efflux concentration of
3.94–16.28% at flow velocities of 1.78 and 3.56 m/s.

Comparison between measured and predicted normalized pres-
sure drops is shown in Figs. 10–12. From these figures, it is clearly
seen that the CFD can predict the pressure drop with fair accuracy
for slurry flow through horizontal 90 degree bend. However, as the
efflux concentration increases, the CFD results begin to deviate
from the measured values. The deviation increases with the con-
centration. It is observed that the CFD modeling gives predictions
with percentage error in the range of ±10% for pressure drop at
all flow velocities considered in the present study.

The measured and predicted bend loss coefficients (kt) are
drawn graphically in Fig. 13. It is observed that kt reduces with in-
crease in flow velocity, and decrease in efflux concentration. It is
observed that the CFD modeling gives fairly accurate predictions
(with percentage error in the range of ±10% except few data at
higher concentration) for kt at all flow velocities considered in
the present study.
5.3. Concentration distribution at bend

Cross-sectional concentration distributions (as) as predicted by
CFD at six different locations (namely, bend inlet, bend centre,
bend exit, X = 5D, 25D and 50D, where X is the distance from bend
exit) for efflux concentration 3.94%, 8.82% and 16.28% at flow
velocities 1.78 m/s, 2.67 m/s and 3.56 m/s are shown in Figs. 14–
16. In these figures, left hand side represents the outer wall,
whereas right hand side represents inner wall of the bend. The con-
centration distributions are skewed towards the bottom and this
skewness being higher for lower velocity of 1.78 m/s. At higher
velocities of 2.67 m/s and 3.56 m/s, the concentration distribution
is more uniform. At bend centre, bend exit and X = 5D, the particles
are forced outwards due to the secondary flow. This secondary flow
influences the motion of particles even after the bend and the
increased concentrations at the outer wall of bend can be clearly
seen at these locations for all the concentrations and flow veloci-
ties (Figs. 14–16). This effect is maximum at X = 5D resulting into
a central zone of very low concentration at the centre of pipeline.
It is observed that in upstream side of bend inlet, X = 25D and
X = 50D, flow behavior is almost similar to the flow in straight
section. The concentration profile becomes more uniform
downstream of bend exit. This effect is more visible with increas-
ing flow velocity as the increased strength of turbulent eddies
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formed due to the change in flow direction. However, at the bend
inlet, the concentration profile does not deviate much from that in
the upstream side.

In Fig. 17, distributions of tfz and tsz in m/s at Cvf = 8.82% and
Vm = 3.56 m/s are shown. Deformation in velocity profiles due to
the presence of bend is more prominent at bend centre, bend exit
and X = 5D. Zone of higher velocity is shifted away from centre at
these locations. Such deformation in velocity profile may be attrib-
uted to the secondary flow. However, at bend inlet, bend exit and
X = 5D, zone of higher velocity remains in the central core of pipe
cross-secton.

Figs. 18–20 show the contours of magnitude and directions of
velocity component in the plane perpendicular to the flow direc-
tion in m/s for Cvf = 8.82% and Vm = 3.56 m/s at bend centre, bend
exit and X = 5D, respectively. Secondary flow begins to develop at
bend centre (Fig. 18), it is fully developed at bend exit (Fig. 19)
and remains developed at X = 5D (Fig. 20). However, the velocity
components in the plane perpendicular to the flow direction at
bend inlet, X = 25D and X = 50D are negligible (0–0.1 m/s for
Vm = 3.56 m/s) due to the absence of secondary flows at these
locations.

The observations made previously from Figs. 14–20 are reaf-
firmed in Fig. 21 showing the z-component of velocity for water
and sand. High values at bend centre, bend exit and X = 5D reflects
strong effect of secondary flows. This effect creates zones of posi-
tive and negative values at left (outer wall of bend) and right (inner
wall of bend) corner in the upper half of pipeline, respectively.
Positive zone situated at outer wall of bend is more prominent at
bend centre due to free passage for water and sand particles (Figs.
21a and d and 16b). The diminishing of positive zone at X = 5D may
be attributed to the movement of sand particles into the positive
zone situated at the outer wall of bend hindering the movement
of more water and sand particles due to gravitational effects (Figs.
21c and f and 16b). Negative zone situated at the inner wall of bend
is more prominent at X = 5D as the gravitational effect and the pres-
ence of sand particles enhances the downward movement of water
and sand particles (Figs. 21c and f and 16b). Negative zone situated
at inner wall at bend centre is not prominent due to absence of sand
particles (Figs. 21a and d and 16b). Very low values of tfz(x, y) and
tsz(x, y) at bend inlet, X = 25D and X = 50D reflect diminishing effect
due to the secondary flows are not shown in this figure.

Fig. 22 shows the contours of z component of slip velocity (dif-
ference in z components of velocity for sand and water) in the
plane perpendicular to the direction of flow in m/s for Cvf = 8.82%
and Vm = 3.56 m/s. At bend centre, velocity component of sand is
more than that of water, forcing sand particles towards outer wall
of bend (Fig. 16b). These particles are trapped in secondary flows
and move further up along the pipe wall. The positive slip velocity
in the outer periphery as shown in Fig. 22b and c at bend exit and
X = 5D keeps more particles moving in the outer ring near pipe
wall.

Particles segregate in a small portion of the pipe cross-section
close to the outer wall in bend due to the action of centrifugal
forces. These particles impinging on the outer wall, form a
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relatively dense phase structure in a small portion of the pipe
cross-section close to the outer wall that is termed as rope
(concentration distributions at bend centre and bend exit shown
in Figs. 14–16). Just after the bend, transport of particles is
mainly due to the roping effect. The region of the rope has a
much higher solid concentration than the remainder of the pipe.
This high concentration increases the particle–particle collisions
and causes the particles to decelerate. In other words, increased
solids pressure results into the decrease in momentum of the
particles (velocity distributions at bend centre, bend exit and
X = 5D shown in Figs. 18–21). The ropes were dispersed further
down the bend where the particles accelerate and a secondary
flow carries them around the pipe circumference and eventually
to the middle of the pipe where turbulence causes them to
spread over the entire cross-section (concentration distributions
at X = 5D in Figs. 14–16).

An overall review based on the above discussion for the concen-
tration distribution of mono-dispersed slurry at different locations
in the bend having radius ratio 5.60 reveals the following:

a. The re-distribution of solid particles takes place downstream
of the bend due to the secondary flows. This effect is seen
close to the bend and decays with increase in distance.

b. The concentration distribution is more uniform just down-
stream of the bend. The skewness in the concentration pro-
file increases with downstream distance from the bend exit.
c. At the bend inlet, the concentration profile does not deviate
much from that in the upstream side.

In the present study, as is measured at X = 5D, 25D and 50D
from bend exit using sampling tubes C1, C2 and C3 (Fig. 2) at
z0 = 0.094, 0.189, 0.377, 0.566, 0.755 and 0.943. Figs. 23–28 pres-
ent the measured and predicted normalized solids concentration
profiles using CFD in mid-vertical plane in downstream side of
bend for flow velocities of 1.78, 2.67 and 3.56 m/s at solid
concentrations of 3.94% and 8.82%. In the present study, the con-
centration profiles measured at the same plane are used for
comparison. The swirling flow due to secondary flow at bend
makes the concentration at the top of pipe higher than that in
central core near the bend exit at X = 5D. Figs. 23–28 exhibit rea-
sonably good agreement between experimental and modeling
values except for few cases.
6. Conclusions

The ability of implemented Eulerian model in FLUENT software
to predict the pressure drop and concentration profile across a 90�
horizontal pipe bend in slurry pipeline transporting silica sand
using standard input parameters was investigated. Overall, there
was broad qualitative and quantitative agreement in trends and
flow patterns. The results suggest that the Eulerian model is rea-
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sonably effective with the slurry pipe bend in the horizontal plane.
We examine the possibility of FLUENT software when it is applied
to slurry flow in a bend. In this software, k–e model is used to ob-
tain fluid Reynolds stresses and the kinetic theory model is used to
obtain solid phase stresses like fluid molecular stresses. These
equations are solved coupling with other equations. We could
get many interesting results by this approach, which are compara-
ble to the measurements.

Followings are the specific conclusions based on the present
study:

i. Measured and predicted normalized pressure drop and bend
loss coefficient show good agreement for flow of water in a
wide range of R/r values from 0 to 5.89, with a maximum
±10% difference.

ii. CFD modeling gives fairly accurate pressure drops (within
percentage error of ±10% except few data at higher concen-
tration) for the flow of silica sand slurry having particle
diameter of 450 lm in the efflux concentration from 0% to
16.28% at different flow velocities from 1.78 to 3.56 m/s.

iii. Velocity and concentration distributions of solids get almost
uniform shortly after the bend.

iv. The redistribution of solid particles takes place downstream
of the bend due to the secondary flows. This effect is seen
close to the bend exit, and with increase in distance this
effect decays in the mid-vertical plane.
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